Introduction {#s1}
============

Theories of value-based decision-making suggest that the brain computes values for different choice options in order to compare items with different qualities on a common scale ([@bib46]). This attribution of a value relies on the association between an option and its outcome, and is learned by comparing the expected value of an option to the actual outcome experienced with it. However, when the presentation of an option is separated in time from its outcome, expected values must be temporarily held in memory for such comparisons to be possible.

The prefrontal cortex (PFC) plays a key role in working memory (WM), the temporary maintenance of information across such temporal gaps. While the lateral PFC is particularly involved in WM relating to cognitive information ([@bib13]), it is less clear how value expectations are maintained across delays. The content model of WM postulates that each prefrontal region maintains and manipulates the type of information that it is specialized to process ([@bib23]; [@bib30]). From this view, maintaining an accurate estimation of expected values may rely more on those regions of PFC involved in learning and decision-making, such as the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) or anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). OFC and ACC unit activity is known to reflect expected values associated with stimuli or actions ([@bib57]; [@bib28]; [@bib1]), but little is known about the dynamics in either region that could bridge delays between outcomes and their predictive cues.

Here, we aimed to assess how value information is maintained across task delays in OFC and ACC. Neural mechanisms that maintain other domains of information in WM have been widely studied, but remain a subject of debate ([@bib12]; [@bib33]). One theory suggests that persistent and stable neuronal activity maintains WM representations across time ([@bib65]; [@bib56]; [@bib12]). This hypothesis stems from the observation of consistent activity patterns in the PFC of monkeys while they wait during a delay to execute an action ([@bib19]; [@bib22]). However, in various WM tasks, little persistent activity is found in the lateral lPFC of macaque monkeys ([@bib61]; [@bib32]; [@bib51]), yet the memoranda can be decoded throughout the delay ([@bib6]). This prompted the development of a second theory, suggesting that WM involves dynamic representations and activity-silent synaptic encoding ([@bib62]; [@bib41]). Yet another perspective postulates that WM could be implemented by the sequential activation of single neurons passing on information to bridge a delay ([@bib52]; [@bib24]).

Given these multiple perspectives, we investigated the nature of value representation in the OFC and ACC in a value-based decision-making task in which monkeys were presented a reward predicting cue associated with a reward delivered after a delay. While delay activity encoded value, attempts at categorizing activity as persistent or transient, stable or dynamic, failed to exclusively support either view. Instead, both characteristics could be found in single unit and population activities, such that a purely stable or dynamic representation of value could be extracted. We hypothesize that these mixed dynamics occurring in the same neural population serve unique purposes. Stable representations allow downstream regions to read out memoranda with the same decoding scheme irrespective of the delay duration, while dynamic representations encode temporal information necessary to anticipate events and prepare behaviors. From this view, a rich mixed dynamical regime could supply underlying mechanisms that support flexible cognitive abilities.

Results {#s2}
=======

Behavior {#s2-1}
--------

Two monkeys (subjects M and N) performed a value-based decision-making task in which visual stimuli were associated with juice rewards ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Images predicted an amount and type of reward, which was either primary in the form of juice at the end of the trial, or secondary as a bar that increased proportionally to the value associated with the stimulus ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The bar, always present on the screen, represented an amount of juice that was received when it was cashed in every four trials. A total of eight pictures comprised the set of stimuli associated with reward, with four different values matched between primary (juice) and secondary (bar) rewards in terms of the monkeys' preferences ([@bib53]). After the presentation of the pictures, monkeys were required to move a joystick either left or right depending on another visual cue in order to obtain the predicted reward. Joystick direction was unrelated to the reward-predicting picture, but if the incorrect response was made no reward was delivered.

![Value-based decision making task.\
(**A**) Monkeys initiated a trial by fixating a point in the center of the screen. A reward predicting cue appeared that the subject was required to fixate for 450 ms. After a 1500 ms delay, one of two possible images instructed the monkey to move a joystick right or left. Contingent on a correct joystick response, monkeys received a reward either in the form of juice (primary) or an increase of a reward bar (secondary), which was constantly displayed on screen (blue bar in figure). Note that the presentation of the reward predicting cue and the delivery of the reward are separated in time by more than 2 s. (**B**) A total of eight reward predicting pictures covered the combinations of four possible values, and two reward types. (**C**) Probability of choosing a juice option in choice trials for every pair of cues in which one predicts a juice reward and the other a bar reward.](elife-54313-fig1){#fig1}

Monkeys were presented with choice trials (\~20% of trials), in which the animals could choose between two stimuli presented simultaneously on the screen. ChoicesSelections were made by fixating the stimulus of their choice, and the associated reward was delivered at the end of the trial. Both monkeys learned to perform the task optimally by selecting the stimulus associated with higher values in more than 90% of the trials ([@bib53]). A logistic regression model predicting the cues chosen by the animals with variables value and type showed a much lower coefficient for type, and its p-values were many orders of magnitude larger, confirming that the type of reward had little influence on the choice of animals compared to value ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, coefficients with \[p-value of t-test\] for monkeys M and N respectively; type left/right: .41 \[2.53e-3\]/-.51 \[1.75e-4\] and −0.61 \[2.6e-3\]/0.32 \[0.11\], value left/right: 1.77 \[6.1e-117\]/−1.95 \[3.02e-136\] and 2.66 \[1.59e-94\]/−2.46 \[2.27e-90\]).

To assess the dynamics of value representations, we focused on the single cue trials only. Here, reaction times in the unrelated joystick task decreased as the value of the stimulus increased, providing evidence that monkeys maintained an expectation of the upcoming reward across the intervening time interval ([@bib53], [Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Reaction times were also unaffected by the type of reward anticipated (linear regression predicting reaction time as a function of value and type in single cue trials : coefficients for value \[p-value of t-test\] for monkeys M and N, respectively; type: −21 \[.08\] and 14.5 \[.32\], value: −63.9 \[1.73e-31\] and −65.7 \[2.66e-23\]). Therefore, we focus mainly on the representation of value during the period between the onset of the reward predicting cue and reward delivery, which lasted \~3 s, and included a \~2.4 s delay after the cue offset.

Single and multi units were recorded in the orbitofrontal (OFC) and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) of the two subjects while they performed the decision-making task across 24 and 20 sessions (monkey M and N, respectively).

Units from all recording sessions and both monkeys were pooled together to create 2 populations of 798 and 315 neurons recorded from the OFC and ACC, respectively ([Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}). Basic unit and decoding results did not differ across monkeys (except for encoding and decoding of reward type in ACC, [Figure 2---figure supplement 1D and E](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}) so data were pooled.

###### Number of recorded units with an average activity per session above 1 Hz.

        Single   Multi   Total         
  ----- -------- ------- ------- ----- -----
  OFC   259      192     170     177   798
  ACC   114      72      81      48    315

Encoding and decoding of value in unit activity {#s2-2}
-----------------------------------------------

To assess the encoding of task variables by the neurons in these two regions, we regressed the firing rate of single and multi units on variables value, type and their interaction value x type and tested the contribution of these variables with an ANOVA. We considered value as a categorical variable, as some units activated in a non-linear fashion with respect to value, for example by responding only to a specific value, and could not be modeled with a simple linear regression ([Figure 2---figure supplement 2](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}). Note that these activity profiles are not consistent with traditional and bprime;value coding′, in which firing rates monotonically change with value, but they nonetheless encode value information. To demonstrate that a non-negligible proportion of units encoded value non-linearly, and that these units do not respond simply to the identity of one reward cue, we found the number of neurons significant for value in an ANOVA (activity \~ C(value) + type + C(value):type), that were not significant for an interaction between value and type with the same ANOVA, and not significant for value with a linear regression model (activity \~ value + type + value:type). Approximately 13% of units in both OFC and ACC fit these criteria.

Similar to previous reports ([@bib54]), the vast majority of OFC and ACC units encoded value at some point after the reward predicting cue and before the reward (73.2% for OFC and 77.8% for ACC, [Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The proportion of neurons encoding value peaked after the presentation of the reward predicting cue and steadily decreased until the reward (C, [Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The type of reward was only weakly encoded compared to value, with less than half the proportion of units encoding it at any time (29.8% for OFC and 37.1% for ACC, [Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). No difference between ACC and OFC was found in the proportion of units encoding value at any point during the epoch of interest, but encoding of type was higher in ACC mostly driven by the data of one monkey ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, χ^2^ test of independence, value: p=0.13 and type: p=0.022). The proportion of units encoding value was higher in ACC during the delay ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}); however, this difference was also mostly driven by the data from one monkey and is not significant in the other subject ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1A](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). In accordance with previous findings ([@bib29]), the relative onset of value encoding was earlier in the OFC compared to ACC ([Figure 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Latencies in the OFC were significantly shorter for both value and type (Kruskal-Wallis on latencies value:\[stat = 19.4, p=1.05\*10^−5^\] and type:\[stat = 7.93, p=4.85\*10^−3^\]). This result was replicated in each monkey's data independently ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1C](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Encoding and decoding of task variables.\
(**A**) Percentage of units encoding the different variables at each point in time in both OFC and ACC. Significant difference in value encoding neurons with χ^2^ test is indicated by thick black lines at the bottom (p≤0.01). (**B**) Percentage of units encoding the task variables at any point in time from the onset of cue presentation to the delivery of the reward. (**C** and **D**) Average decoding accuracy of value and type, respectively, across five randomly generated population data sets, with a ridge regression classifier. Significant decoding is shown by the thick portions of line and corresponds to the time bins where the aggregated p-value of 1000-permutation tests for each of the five data sets was lower than 0.01. The dashed red line is the average of 200 sub-samples of OFC data with the same number of units as in ACC for comparison. (**E** and **F**) Kernel density estimate of encoding latencies in units for value and type, respectively. OFC latencies are significantly shorter (see main text).](elife-54313-fig2){#fig2}

Population decoding of value with a linear ridge classifier elicited a peak in accuracy similar to the peak in the proportion of encoding units after the presentation of the delay, followed by a stable significant decoding until reward ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, significance threshold set to p\<0.01 with 1000 permutations, replicated in each monkey, [Figure 2---figure supplement 1B](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). A similar result was observed for decoding type ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), although decoding accuracy rapidly dropped and reached non significance around the joystick task. The first significant bin decoding value and type was 100 ms and 150 ms earlier respectively in OFC compared to ACC, and peak decoding was earlier and higher in OFC compared to ACC (for value/type: 93.5%/91.5% in OFC at 250 ms/350 ms, 77.6%/75.6% in ACC at 450 ms/450 ms).

Both regions had similar proportions of value encoding after the cue presentation; however, decoding accuracy was more than 10% higher in OFC, which can be partly explained by a higher unit count in the OFC population. To fairly compare decoding accuracy between the two regions, we randomly sub-sampled the OFC population 200 times to match the number of ACC units. The average accuracy of the sub-sampled populations was still slightly higher in OFC than ACC, indicating that the higher number of units in OFC alone cannot explain the difference in accuracy. The sensitivity index (also known as d') averaged across pairs of values in all neurons was higher in OFC (0.26) than in ACC (0.22), suggesting that values might be easier to separate in OFC activity compared to ACC, leading to higher decoding accuracy.

Together, these results show that value is strongly encoded in these prefrontal regions and can be significantly decoded throughout the delay. Because of the lower incidence of reward type encoding and lack of continuous type decoding throughout the delay, the rest of the study focused more on the representation of value than type.

Persistent versus sequential encoding {#s2-3}
-------------------------------------

The total number of neurons encoding value during the delay was much higher than the number encoding at any particular point in time, indicating that value was represented by different neurons throughout the delay. Given this, we next sought to understand the contribution of individual units to the population dynamics. A common method for doing this is sorting neuron responses. For example, to demonstrate that a neural population uses a sequential activation scheme, sorting the neurons by their peak activation typically displays a tiling of the delay ([@bib50]). To ensure that sequential encoding of value is a robust feature of OFC and ACC activity, we split the data into an equal number of training and testing trials. We sorted the units based on the time of peak value encoding during the delay with the training half, and found that both OFC and ACC value coding tiled the delay, such that different subsets of neurons were most selective at different times ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). We then sorted the testing data according to the peak-encoding bin of the training data to assess its consistency ([Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), and found that the tiling of the delay is also present in the testing data, although somewhat less clear. In the period restricted to the delay itself, peak encoding times did not follow a straight line, such that the proportion of encoding neurons decreased during the delay ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that encoding epochs are not uniformily distributed in time, consistent with a recent model of sequential encoding ([@bib52]). The peak encoding bins of training and testing data sets were also significantly correlated, which is expected with sequential encoding. Thus, our results partially support the hypothesis of a sequential representation of value in both areas, consistent with conclusions drawn from previous studies ([@bib50]), although the mere firing rate of units is often used (see [Figure 3---figure supplement 1A D](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"} for firing rates). The same analyses of variable type yielded similar results ([Figure 3---figure supplement 2](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Tiling of the delay by value encoding units.\
(**A**) Tiling of individual units according to their peak encoding of value across the delay in both OFC and ACC with the training half of the trials. Colors represent the negative log of the encoding p-value (ANOVA, F test on value). The measure is bounded between 2 and 5 for visualization and corresponds to p-values ranging from 0.01 to 10^−5^. (**B**) Tiling with the testing half of the trials, with units sorted according to the training half of the trials, to show consistency in sequential encoding. Note that only units that had significant encoding in both the training and testing dataset were included, hence the lower number of units. (**C**) Scatter plot of the peak encoding bin for training versus testing half of the data. Graphs show the Spearman correlation coefficient, R, with associated p-value, p, and trendline.](elife-54313-fig3){#fig3}

However, sorting the neurons by the proportion of the delay during which they encode value offers a different picture. [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the same splitting procedure applied to encoding duration ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"} for variable type). While some units had time-limited encoding of value, others continuously encoded value throughout the delay, supporting the notion that there is a stable representation of value in the population. Similar results were obtained by clustering the average firing rates of neurons into two clusters ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1B E](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). One cluster had increased firing rates for the duration of the delay, consistent with the persistent activity hypothesis. However, separating neurons into six clusters uncovered more diverse profiles of activity that nonetheless followed basic principles: phasic activity followed task events with stable or monotonically evolving activity between events ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1C F](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, depending on the sorting method employed, the dynamic and sequential or stable and persistent hypothesis could be defended. Overall, encoding by most units covered a relatively small portion of the delay. A reverse cumulative distribution of the number of units encoding value showed a sharp decrease in the fraction of the delay covered ([Figure 4D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Only 6.9% and 10.2% of units encoded value for more than half the delay in OFC and ACC, respectively, while less than 1% of neurons encoded type for that same duration ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1D](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). Further, 80% coverage of the delay was found in roughly 1% of the units (OFC: 0.75%, ACC: 1.59%). The distribution of delay coverage by encoding units did not differ between OFC and ACC for the encoding of value, but there was a tendency for higher type encoding duration in ACC (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, value: \[stat = 0.079, p=0.90\] and type:\[stat = 0.21, p=0.025\]).

![Spanning of the delay by value encoding units.\
(**A**) Units sorted by the duration of encoding of value with the training half of the trials. Colors represent the negative log of the encoding p-value (ANOVA, F test on value). The measure is bounded between 2 and 5 for visualization and corresponds to p-values ranging from 0.01 to 10^−5^. (**B**) Encoding durations of the testing half of the trials sorted by the duration the training trials. (**C**) Scatter plot of encoding duration for training versus testing half of the data. Graphs show the Spearman correlation coefficient, R, with associated p-value, p, and trendline. (**D**) Reverse cumulative distribution of units encoding value as a function of the fraction of the delay covered. This graph shows the proportion of units encoding value for at least the fraction of the delay indicated on the x-axis (no significant difference between regions, see main text).](elife-54313-fig4){#fig4}

Population dynamics {#s2-4}
-------------------

Decoding analyses allow us to assess how well value information can be extracted from a population as a whole, but standard approaches that find unique solutions to optimally decode value at each point in time say little about the dynamics of a representation. In addition, our results show that value encoding among units can paint contrasting pictures at the level of population representation, that is, as both dynamic and sequential or stable and persistent. Therefore, to explore representational dynamics across time, we used cross-temporal decoding (CTD), in which a decoder is trained and tested at every possible pair of time bins in the delay ([@bib61]; [@bib4]; [@bib63]; [@bib39]). In this context, the classification accuracy is a proxy for the similarity in value representation between any two time points. We can then produce an accuracy matrix consisting of each pair of training/testing time bins. When the training and testing times are identical, we obtain a classical decoding procedure as shown in [Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, which corresponds to the diagonal in the CTD accuracy matrix.

Using this method on the OFC and ACC populations, value representation dynamics were not clearly dynamic or stable ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 5---figure supplement 1A](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"} for variable type). OFC evidenced a somewhat stable representation from 500 ms after the reward predicting cue (around cue offset) until the response cue, but the representation remained dynamic before and after this period, as the accuracy was mostly confined to the diagonal. ACC accuracy was lower overall but showed similar patterns. While significant decoding appeared to spread from reward cue to after the response cue, accuracy was not homogeneous and remained strongest along the diagonal, indicating a rather dynamic representation of value.

![Accuracy of cross-temporal decoding (CTD) of value with different methods.\
Training and testing of a ridge classifier at different time bins across the delay. CTD was applied to (**A**) original data, (**B**) a stable subspace obtained from the combination of a value subspace and an ensemble method where units are iteratively removed to obtain maximum accuracy, and (**C**) on a dynamic ensemble where units were iteratively removed from the ensemble to maximize a dynamic score. Thick white lines indicate junctions between the three successive epochs (cue presentation, joystick task and reward delivery). The thin dashed white lines indicate the reference event of each epoch (reward predicting cue onset, response instruction, reward). The decoding accuracy corresponds to the average of five randomly generated pseudo populations and non-significant accuracy has been greyed out for clarity. The p-value threshold is 0.01 and p-values were obtained by aggregating the p-values of each dataset for a given training/testing time bin pair (see Methods section for more details; rwd = reward, resp. cue = response cue). The stable and locality scores are displayed on each panel (s = stability score, l = locality score). Note that significant decoding before the presentation of the cue is due to smoothing.](elife-54313-fig5){#fig5}

This dynamic pattern was also reflected in the population trajectory speed obtained by calculating the distance between two successive time bins in the neural space spanned by the estimated firing rate of each unit with a shorter smoothing window for more temporally accurate firing rate (50 ms SD Gaussian kernel, [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The reward predicting cue triggered an increase in speed that was followed by a period of low speed, indicative of relatively stable population activity, until the joystick instruction cue triggered another period of rapidly changing activity. Thus, strongly dynamic bouts of activity occur with changes in task stimuli, and in the absence of such changes, delay activity becomes quite stable.

![Trajectory speed and regression of time.\
(**A**) Speed (rate of change) of the average activity trajectory in the neural space defined by the full population of neurons, in OFC (left) and ACC (right). Note that the difference in scale between OFC and ACC (y-axis) is due to the difference in the number of units in each population. (**B**) Regression of the time bin from population activity with a simple linear regression. The black line and shaded area represent the average and standard deviation of leave-one-out cross-validation results. The dashed line corresponds to ground truth. For more temporally accurate results, the firing rate of each unit was estimated with a 50 ms standard deviation Gaussian kernel instead of the 100 ms used in the other analyses.](elife-54313-fig6){#fig6}

Stable representation of value {#s2-5}
------------------------------

The basic CTD method relies on a decoder that weighs on the most discriminating features (i.e. neurons) at a particular point in time. If a sub-population strongly encodes value at one time, the decoder will attribute stronger weights to these units. However, if this sub-population changes representations or ceases to encode value, the decoder accuracy will drop. Our results suggest such temporally local representations change across time, but this could simply be due to inhomogeneous representations of value at the population level. That is, the strongest representation at one time point may not generalize well to other time points. This would not exclude the possibility that a stable representation of value exists within the population, because the classifier is not optimized to find a decoding plane that is consistent throughout the delay.

To determine whether a linear combination of neural activities can be used to extract a stable representation of value, we combined two methods to optimize CTD. The first is a subspace method inspired by [@bib43], in which data are projected into a subspace that maximizes value representation while lowering the influence of temporal dynamics (see Materials and methods). This was applied to data from the onset of cue presentation to the delivery of reward. A three-dimensional subspace was obtained, and data projected onto this subspace was used to decode value, using CTD in the same manner as was done for the full population. Our cross-validation approach ensured that both train and test data were not used to generate the subspace, as it would introduce a bias in decoding results (see Materials and methods).

Repeating the CTD procedure with data projected onto the subspace demonstrates that more stable value representations can be extracted from the same population data ([Figure 5---figure supplement 2B](#fig5s2){ref-type="fig"}). Although significant decoding using CTD did not fully span the cue to reward period in OFC, higher accuracies were more widespread. ACC accuracy, which also spanned a larger portion of the delay, covered nearly all of the epoch between cue and reward using the subspace approach.

Although a higher unit count is expected to produce higher decoding performances, in the case of CTD better performances might be obtained by pre-selecting the neurons that most participate in the stable decoding over time. For this purpose, we derived an ensemble method inspired by [@bib5] that iteratively selects units based on their contribution to a stability score. This measure was defined as the averaged accuracy matrix of the CTD restricted to the delay period. Essentially, we started by removing each unit independently to find the n-1 ensemble that most increased the stability score, then removed a second unit to find the best n-2 ensemble and so on until only one unit was left, and then selected the ensemble that maximized decoding accuracy. This procedure markedly improved stable decoding across time, with significant decoding spanning all time pairs after the reward predicting cues ([Figure 5---figure supplement 2C](#fig5s2){ref-type="fig"}). The ensembles that best optimized the CTD accuracy in both regions contained only a fraction of the units from the full population (average of five randomly generated data sets: 107 out of 798 units for OFC and 71 out of 315 units for ACC). Greater numbers of units did not improve performance, likely because many of these modified their value encoding over time and did not provide a stable signal.

While the subspace and best ensemble approaches both found somewhat stable value representations, the most stability with highest accuracies was obtained with a combination of these methods. The subspace procedure was applied to each ensemble selected by the iterative ensemble method. The result is a strikingly stable CTD in both regions for the entire duration of the delay, and beyond reward delivery in ACC ([Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 5---figure supplement 1B](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"} for variable type). This demonstrates that when CTD is applied to a neural population, the representation may appear to be partially dynamic, yet it is possible to find a subspace of the population activity that defines a completely stable representation across time. In addition, combining subspace and ensemble procedures is a promising method to extract extremely stable representations of task variables. These results were replicated with data from each monkey independently ([Figure 5---figure supplement 3](#fig5s3){ref-type="fig"}).

Dynamic representation of value {#s2-6}
-------------------------------

Since we found that stable value representations could be extracted with appropriate methods, it is logical that dynamic representations can also be identified. To do this, we first defined a \'locality' score to quantify how temporally local a representation is, based on the decoding accuracy over time. We fit a Gaussian curve to the decoding accuracy obtained from training at a given time bin and testing on all time bins. The height of the Gaussian divided by its standard deviation defined a score of temporal locality. The measure was defined as the average of the scores computed from the accuracy curves obtained across all training time bins. A dynamic representation of value was obtained by selecting the neurons with the ensemble method described above that maximized this measure. The resulting CTD accuracy displays the main feature of a strongly local and dynamic representation of value, where higher accuracy is confined to the diagonal ([Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 5---figure supplement 1C](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"} for variable type). With the original full population, value representation in the OFC was rather stable in the middle of the delay, but the dynamic ensemble shrunk the higher accuracy block to constrain it to the diagonal. This result demonstrates that a dynamic subspace encoding local value representations can be extracted from the same neural population that encodes value in a very stable way. Together, these results support the idea that a basic CTD applied to a neural population yields a limited view of mixed neural dynamics.

Since the dynamic and stable ensembles yielded opposite dynamics, we expected limited overlap between them. Indeed, the overlap in units was found to be at chance levels for all ensemble instances obtained by cross-validation and data sets in both regions (25 instances from five-fold cross-validation and five data sets; χ^2^ test of independence with p≤0.01 and multi-test false discovery rate correction).

To further demonstrate that the activity in both of these areas is dynamic and supports the encoding of time, we regressed the index of time bins from 500 ms before the reward predicting cue onset until 500 ms after reward delivery with a simple linear regression from the neural population activity ([Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, time could be predicted accurately, supporting the notion of a robust representation of time in the neural population activity.

Relationship between value encoding and decoding dynamics {#s2-7}
---------------------------------------------------------

To explore the relationship between single unit encoding and population dynamics, we correlated different encoding measures with their contribution to the value subspace and stable ensemble (Spearman correlation, see Materials and methods). We defined the encoding strength as the average of the negative log p-value of each unit across the delay, and encoding duration as the fraction of the delay when the unit significantly encoded value (p-value \< 0.01). First we correlated each of these measures with the unsigned value subspace weights, since a stronger weight reflected a higher influence on the subspace irrespective of its sign (unsigned weights were averaged across five randomly generated population data sets). Both measures were highly correlated with subspace weights ([Figure 7A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, left and middle) indicating a clear link between encoding strength/duration and contributions to the value subspace. However, units might also change their pattern of value encoding during the delay. To quantify this, we defined an additional stability measure that includes the duration, strength and stability of value representation by penalizing cases where the difference in average firing between a pair of values changes sign (see Materials and methods for details). This measure was more strongly correlated with the value subspace weights ([Figure 7A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, right graph). Overall, these measures describe the qualities of activity that promote selection to the value subspace.

![Correlation between encoding and decoding measures.\
(**A**) Correlations between encoding measures and subspace weights. (**B**) Correlations between encoding measures and CTD accuracy contribution. (**C**) Z-scored firing rate of two example neurons negatively contributing to the stable ensemble (1 and 3) and one neuron contributing positively (2). Individual data points corresponding to these neurons are circled in B. (**D**) Correlations between stability measure and locality measure contribution. All figures show Spearman correlations. sqrt = square root; negative contributions were transformed with a symmetrical function around the origin based on square root: ${sign{(x)}}*\sqrt{|x|}$. Transformations applied to the data had no effect on the correlations which are rank based (see Materials and methods).](elife-54313-fig7){#fig7}

To explore the contribution of each unit to the stable ensemble, we defined an accuracy contribution score based on the change in mean accuracy across all time bin pairs in the CTD elicited by removing a unit from the ensemble (this measure is an average across cross-validation and population data sets). This score was correlated with encoding strength, duration and stability score in both regions ([Figure 7B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, top row). A strongly encoding unit might encode value for a limited time and/or reverse its encoding (e.g. [Figure 7C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} neuron 1), and a unit covering a large part of the delay might also change over time and not provide a stable representation. Conversely, units with stable encoding contribute more to the ensemble ([Figure 7C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} neuron 2). However, since decoding relies on the interaction between many neurons, these simple encoding measures of individual units cannot fully explain all of the ensemble contributions. For example, neuron three in [Figure 7C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} strongly encodes value for the whole delay, but contributes negatively to the stable ensemble.

Finally, contributions to the dynamic ensembles were not correlated with the stability measure ([Figure 7D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}) as expected. However, these measures were neither anti-correlated which indicates that the contribution to a dynamic ensemble is not explained merely by an absence of stable encoding.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

In this study, we shed light on the complex dynamics of value representations in prefrontal cortex. While value representations have been found in the activity of ACC and OFC (for example, [@bib57]), little is known about their dynamics across delays. One recent study found that OFC neurons that exhibit slow temporal integration also encode value more strongly and do so from the time of a choice until the receipt of reward ([@bib9]). This suggested the presence of a subset of OFC neurons with stable encoding dynamics, consistent with the present results. Here, we expand on this to show that targeted methods elicit seemingly opposite results that do not lend themselves to straightforward interpretations with respect to the current theoretical frameworks common in the WM literature. Unit encoding shows features of both persistent and sequential activity, depending on which feature the analysis method is designed to extract. Similarly, targeted methods can extract either a stable subspace or a temporally local representation at the population level. These results, along with recent studies of the dynamic nature of delay activity in the prefrontal cortex ([@bib59]; [@bib43]; [@bib40]), argue in favor of a more nuanced view than the pure persistent/stable, activity silent/dynamic or sequential activity hypotheses.

Here, we propose that mixed dynamical regimes, with both time and temporally insensitive information concurrently encoded in the same neural population, can provide a richer substrate to face varying task demands. On one hand, the main function of WM-related processes is to temporarily maintain information not available in the sensory environment so it can be manipulated or retrieved later. A stable neural representation is a robust means of holding such information online and is particularly useful when information must be extracted at an unspecified time. This is because a target population can reliably read out an unchanging representation whenever it is required. Conversely, representing relevant information in a time-sensitive manner is also critical, since most behaviors are organized in time, whether they are internally generated or aligned to external events ([@bib40]; [@bib14]). For example, our task includes a recurring sequence of events that the subjects had learned. By representing time, they can anticipate the next event and prepare to either process a task relevant stimulus or produce a motor output. Such preparatory processes can help optimize task performance and maximize the amount of reward the subject can receive.

These results present the coding of value in two dynamical regimes, either fully stable or fully dynamic. However, these are the representations that were specifically targeted by the present analysis methods, and it is possible that these dynamics are the extremes of a continuous spectrum of dynamical regimes that can be extracted by any downstream population, depending on the computational task it performs. Indeed, it has been shown that the time constant of neurons encoding value in prefrontal region is diverse ([@bib9]), supporting the hypothesis of a multitude of dynamical regimes. Similar to the idea that mixed selectivity provides a universal mix of task variables from which the representations most relevant to the task can be extracted ([@bib55]), a multitude of dynamical regimes can provide a broad range of dynamics from which some can be selected for their relevance to the task ([@bib8]).

Beyond temporal dynamics, our data set also demonstrates notable heterogeneity in the representations of outcomes within these prefrontal networks. While value signals were robust in both OFC and ACC, consistent with previous reports of strong abstract value coding in these regions ([@bib47]; [@bib57]), there were also weaker representations of the anticipated reward type. This is consistent with findings in human and rodent OFC reporting value signals that are specific to a particular type of outcome ([@bib25]; [@bib60]). Interestingly, this variable was barely encoded and decoded in ACC in one of the monkeys, suggesting that different information representation strategies were adopted by each subject. In addition, we provide evidence that neurons that encode value with linear changes in firing rate coexist with a smaller population of neurons that exhibit non-linear value encoding, some of which are non-monotonic, for example firing preferentially to value 3. Many internally generated continuous variables, such as time, space, and numerosity, are represented with both monotonic and non-monotonic activities in different brain regions ([@bib44]; [@bib16]; [@bib69]; [@bib42]; [@bib20]; [@bib15]) and our results demonstrate that value representations follow a similar format. Such nonlinear coding may enhance population-level signals (as it is the case with nonlinear mixed selectivity [@bib21]), and complements the rich representations of time and outcome type that are likely critical to accurately predicting multiple facets of an upcoming reward.

The debate about persistent versus dynamic representation in WM tasks has relied heavily on modeling experiments. Neural network models of persistent activity have historically been implemented as fixed point attractors when the remembered information comes from a discrete number of items ([@bib2]; [@bib11]) or bump/line attractors in the case of parametric WM ([@bib37]; [@bib58]). Another neural network framework, with random recurrent connections referred to as reservoir computing, subsequently demonstrated that short term memory is readily obtained from generic networks in which different inputs (stimuli) elicit distinct trajectories thereby encoding stimuli for a short duration with highly dynamic signatures ([@bib34]; [@bib27]). While these dynamic properties appear irreconcilable, they are not necessarily exclusive and can be combined in a single network, as demonstrated by more recent models ([@bib35]; [@bib49]; [@bib17]). Such networks can provide mixed dynamics similar to those observed in the present task, suggesting that they are better models for short-term value maintenance in OFC and ACC. Recent models also provide theoretical explanations for the degree of persistent versus dynamical activity. Specifically, some emerging theories suggest that this trade-off is a function of task requirements instead of the network architecture ([@bib38]; [@bib45]). In addition, little is known about the effect of training on WM representations in experimental subjects such as monkeys. The degree of stable versus dynamic representations might vary depending on whether the subject is over-trained on the task or on particular stimuli in the task, such that over training might shift weak and dynamical activities toward more stable and persistent ones ([@bib7]).

Among the dynamic representations of value, we found some evidence for sequential organization within our neural populations. Sequential activity is the successive, short-duration activation of individual neurons, a specific case of dynamical activity that follows a regular pattern. These patterns are thought to either pass information to bridge a delay or represent the passage of time in the absence of external stimuli ([@bib50]; [@bib52]). Sequential unit activity has also been associated with a variety of functions, including the temporal segmentation of memories in the hippocampus ([@bib36]; [@bib16]) and WM in parietal cortex and the rat medial PFC ([@bib24]; [@bib18]). To the best of our knowledge, this type of sequential encoding has not been reported in prefrontal regions of primates performing WM tasks, potentially because it has not been the focus of analyses to date. Consistent with the heterogeneous nature of our neural population, only some neurons showed evidence of reliable sequencing, while other neurons′ activation and encoding was not short and uniform. Sequencing appeared most prominent early in the delay, and may coincide with the brief, highly dynamical epoch immediately after the presentation of a stimulus to be remembered that has been found in this and other studies. This dynamic period is typically followed by a more stable representation until the end of the delay ([@bib61]; [@bib43]; [@bib6]; [@bib67]; [@bib10]). It has been proposed that the dynamical epoch following the memorandum presentation is the result of stimulus processing, which in some tasks corresponds to the transformation of the stimulus into task-relevant information ([@bib61]), and our results suggest that this process may involve more reliable sequencing among neurons. More generally, it appears that task relevant inputs to a brain region trigger local processing that is reflected in transiently increased and dynamic activity as was demonstrated by a reservoir model mimicking ACC activity dynamics ([@bib17]).

One challenge for attractor networks modeling WM tasks has been maintaining stable representations in the presence of distractors or intervening task demands. In the current study, monkeys had to perform a joystick sub-task before receiving reward, and CTD with the original neural populations yielded stable value representations until the presentation of the joystick instruction cue. Similar dynamics have been observed when a distractor perturbs the representation of a spatial cue held in WM ([@bib48]; [@bib10]). The initially stable representation might be the result of unperturbed network activity that persists until a task relevant input (the response instruction cue) impacts the networks′ dynamics. However, here we show that analyses designed to identify stable representations can, indeed, extract a subspace of the same population activity that was stable across the intervening joystick task. Interestingly, value encoding and basic decoding remained largely unaffected during the intervening task, unlike results previously reported in a dual task experiment ([@bib68]). Here, when monkeys solved attention and memory tasks concurrently, selectivity for components of either task diminished at the level of single neurons and population activity. Similarly, intervening stimuli or distractors presented during the delay of a WM task disrupt the representation of memoranda ([@bib31]; [@bib66]; [@bib26]). The discrepancy between these and our results might lie in the non-overlapping nature of value information and joystick task. In our case, the task and stimuli were independent, whereas in these other studies, a stimulus of the same nature as the memoranda (e.g. a visual stimulus) was presented, perhaps triggering a conflicting representation.

A notable conclusion from this study is that OFC and ACC have similar dynamics that represent value throughout a delay. Despite this overall similarity, a few key differences were found. First, value was encoded less than 100 ms earlier in OFC compared to ACC. Second, value was more easily decoded in OFC immediately after the reward predicting cue, while a higher proportion of ACC neurons encoded value during the delay. These results argue in favor of the notion that value information is represented and processed earlier in the OFC than in ACC ([@bib29]). Nonetheless, the mixing of dynamic regimes appears quite similar between these two areas, so that both encode time sensitive and insensitive representations of value. Therefore, the underlying neural mechanisms responsible for encoding value over time are likely similar in OFC and ACC.

Overall, using analysis methods designed to extract different signal dynamics, we found that all co-exist to some extent within the same neuronal populations that represent the same task-related variable. Rich representations of expected values are critical for adaptive learning, and the mixed dynamics reported here could play an important role in conveying both general and temporally specific value expectations to areas involved in optimizing goal-directed behavior.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Behavior and neurophysiology {#s4-1}
----------------------------

The behavioral task has been previously described in [@bib53]; [@bib54]. Two head-fixed male Rhesus macaque monkeys (Macaca mulatta), aged 7 and 9 years, weighing 14 and 9 kg at the time of recording, were trained to perform a value-based decision making task in which they chose between visual stimuli associated with rewards. In the present study we focused on single cue trials only. All procedures were in accord with the National Institute of Health guidelines and recommendations of the University of California at Berkeley Animal Care and Use Committee. Subjects sat in a primate chair, viewed a computer screen and manipulated a bidirectional joystick. Task presentation and reward contingencies were controlled using MonkeyLogic software ([@bib3]), and eye movements were tracked with an infra-red camera (ISCAN, Woburn, MA).

A total of eight pictures (\~2° × 3° of visual angle) comprised the set of stimuli associated with rewards. Pictures were selected randomly from this set on each trial. Four pictures predicted the delivery of juice reward (0.05, 0.10, 0.18, 0.30 ml), and four predicted that the length of a reward bar always present on the screen would increase by a set increment. Subjects were previously trained to associate the length of the bar to a proportional amount of juice obtained every four trials. Associations between cue and reward were probabilistic, so that on four out of seven trials the type and amount of reward was consistent with the cue. On one out of seven trials, the type of reward was different, on one out of seven trials, the amount was randomly picked to be different, and on one out of seven trials, both the amount and type differed from what the cue predicted.

Single cue trials were randomly interleaved with choice trials. Because the different reward values for primary (juice) and secondary (bar) outcomes were titrated, monkeys almost always chose the target associated with a higher value irrespective of the type of reward ([@bib53]).

During the delay between the reward predicting cue and reward delivery, monkeys were required to move a joystick either left or right depending on a visual cue, which we refer to as response instruction to avoid confusion with the reward predicting cue. Reward delivery was contingent on a correct joystick answer, and reaction times were inversely correlated with the size of the expected reward ([@bib53]).

Electrodes were lowered at the beginning of each session in the OFC (areas 11 and 13) and dorsal bank of the ACC sulcus (area 24). Recorded units were not screened for selectivity, but those with average activity lower than 1 Hz across the session were excluded. Further details on behavior and recording methods can be found in previous publications ([@bib53]; [@bib54]).

Firing rates of each unit were estimated with a 100ms-SD Gaussian kernel convolution over the spike train of entire recording sessions. The resulting firing rate was divided into epochs around the reward cue, the response (joystick) instruction cue and reward delivery, then binned into 100 ms bins every 25 ms for encoding and every 50 ms for decoding methods (to reduce the number of computations, this includes cross-temporal decoding), so that there were 40 and 20 bins for 1 s of activity, respectively. Single and multi units from both monkeys were pooled together into a pseudo population for each region as the analyses presented in this paper did not produce different results between the two subjects ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 5---figure supplement 3](#fig5s3){ref-type="fig"}). Note that significant decoding and encoding of value and type started before or on the presentation of reward predicting cue because of the smoothing method described above.

Unit encoding {#s4-2}
-------------

The firing rate of units was modeled with a linear regression with value, type of reward and their interaction as variables in the epochs described above. Value was defined as a categorical variable and analyzed with ANOVAs as the firing rate profile of single neurons did not always follow a linear trend with value ([Figure 2---figure supplement 2](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}). Individual F tests for each variable were applied on each time bin, and a bin of activity was considered to encode a variable if the p-value associated with the test was part of at least seven consecutive time bins (\~175 ms with 25 ms steps between bins) where the p-value was lower than 0.01. Encoding strength was represented as the negative log of the F test p-value.

For both the sequential encoding and encoding duration analyses, trials were randomly split in half and the above encoding analysis was applied independently to each half during the delay activity, that is, from reward predicting cue offset to reward delivery. We only kept the neurons that had at least seven bins in a row with an encoding p-value less than 0.01 in both training and testing sets, hence the lower number of neurons in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Peak encoding and encoding duration were obtained for each half of the data independently and compared across with Spearman correlations to test for their robustness.

Decoding {#s4-3}
--------

Neurons across sessions and monkeys were pooled into a single population for each of OFC and ACC. Trials were randomly drawn from each session to match the number of trials in the population data. Because the choice of trials had an influence on the decoding accuracy, we repeated that draw five times to build five different data sets (Appendix 1, step \[a\]). The results of every population analysis presented in this paper is the average of the five randomly generated data sets. All reported accuracies of all decoding methods, including cross-temporal decoding, correspond to the average of a five-fold cross-validation on each of the five data sets, to ensure generalizability of the results (Appendix 1, step \[b\]).

Population representations of value were assessed with a ridge regression classifier (linear regression with *L*~2~\'ridge', or \'Tikhonov', regularization), which is a robust and efficient classifier as compared to SVM or logistic regression, which require costly computations. A one-versus-one approach was used to classify the four different classes of \'value\', which is equivalent to six binary classifiers. The regularization parameter was optimized with a nested cross-validation within the outer five-fold cross-validation mentioned above by exploring every power of ten between −2 and 5 with a 0.5 step with the training data for each population or ensemble to maximize the average performance of the classifier trained and tested on each time point between cue onset and reward (Appendix 1, step \[c\]).

The significance of decoding accuracy was determined with permutation testing. The value label of trials was shuffled 1000 times and compared to the original data. The p-value was calculated as the number of permutations with a higher accuracy than the original data divided by 1000. p-Values across the five data sets were aggregated with an averaging method that does not require the p-values to be independent. The aggregated p-value was derived as two times the average of the five p-values from the five data sets ([@bib64]).

For cross-temporal decoding, we trained and tested the decoder on all possible combinations of time bin pairs. Accuracy along the diagonal represents training and testing at the same time point, while points away from the diagonal correspond to more temporally distant activities. Importantly, the testing data always correspond to out-of-sample trials so that the decoder was not trained and tested on the same trials, regardless of whether training and testing data points were from the same or different time bins.

Subspace {#s4-4}
--------

To extract a stable value representation, we implemented the following method inspired by [@bib43]. The firing rate activity of each neuron in a population was averaged over time from cue onset to reward delivery, and then averaged across the trials where the cue predicted the same value. The resulting matrix had four rows corresponding to the four values and n columns corresponding to the number of neurons in the population. A principal component analysis (PCA) was performed on this matrix and allowed us to project the neural population activity of each trial at every time bin onto a three dimensional subspace (four values minus one dimension). This method finds the dimensions that capture the highest variance related to value while discarding temporal information by averaging across time.

When decoding with the subspace, we used a nested cross-validation approach to ensure that the subspace was derived with data independent from the training and testing of the decoder to avoid inflated accuracy due to trial-wise noise (Appendix 1, step \[e\]). In other words, the training data was split into two sets of trials, one to define the subspace, the other to train the decoder which was then tested on the remaining trials. The assignment of the split data to either subspace or decoder training was then swapped and the decoder tested on the remaining data. As a result, this procedure elicited two matrices of accuracy for each fold of the inner cross-validation (Appendix 1, step \[d\]) and were averaged.

Permutation testing with the subspace shuffled only the labels of the training trials to more closely reproduce the propensity of the subspace trained with original data to elicit higher than chance accuracy.

Ensembles {#s4-5}
---------

Testing all the possible combinations of units to find the ensemble that best decodes value is computationally infeasible. To remedy this [@bib5] proposed a method that finds an ensemble that substantially optimizes decoding accuracy with a subset of the full population in a computationally feasible way, although it does not guarantee the selected ensemble is the single best. This method begins by screening each unit individually and selecting the most discriminating, then successively screens the remainder and adds the unit that most increases accuracy. Effectively, this method sorts the units in the order of highest contribution to decoding accuracy. However, decoding relies on the interaction of unit activities and by successively adding units, that method does not take into account all possible interactions. For example in a three neuron population, neuron 2 and 3 together might yield a higher decoding accuracy than any other pair of neurons, but neuron 1 alone yields the best accuracy and might be selected first, dismissing the possibility that neuron 2 and 3 are selected as the best 2-neuron ensemble. To partially circumvent this, we used the opposite method: successively removing units. As with the adding of units, we iteratively removed the units that maximized the decoding. This method yielded better results than adding the units.

In combination with the subspace method, stable ensembles were optimized with this method to find the ensembles that maximized the averaged cross-temporal decoding accuracy across all data points from cue onset to the reward delivery. This corresponds to averaging across all the points of the accuracy matrices represented in the figures except the points before cue and after reward. Once the best ensembles for each case (e.g. with or without subspace) were determined, cross-temporal decoding was performed with data beyond this period to show the boundaries of decoding accuracy. The dynamic ensemble was searched with the same iterative neuron-selection method that optimized a measure of temporal \'locality' of value representation as described in the main text.

For both stable and dynamic ensembles, the iterative ensemble optimization procedure involved a nested cross-validation procedure to ensure the independence of the testing and ensemble optimization trials (Appendix 1, step \[d\]). As a consequence, five ensemble searches were performed for each tested population and their corresponding testing accuracies were averaged.

To speed the computations associated with the stable ensemble search, a smaller number of bins was used by estimating the firing rate with non-overlapping 200 ms bins instead of the 100 ms bins with 25 ms steps used in the results. To achieve a similar result with the dynamic ensemble while keeping temporal precision of the data, one in five bins was included in the training while testing was performed on every bin.

Unit and population measures {#s4-6}
----------------------------

Three measures were defined to quantify the encoding of value in units. The encoding strength is the average of the negative log of the p-value across time during the delay:$$es = \frac{1}{T}\sum\limits_{t = 1}^{T} - log(p(t))$$where *T* is the total number of bins in the delay, and $p{(t)}$ is the p-value of a unit at time bin *t* obtained from the ANOVA F-test described in the unit encoding section above.

The encoding duration is the number of bins where the above p-value was lower than 0.01 divided by the total number of bins.

The stability measure was defined as follow:$$S = avg_{v,w}\left( {\frac{1}{T}\left| {\sum\limits_{t = 1}^{T}tanh\left( {10 \times \frac{\overset{¯}{x_{v}(t)} - \overset{¯}{x_{w}(t)}}{sp_{vw}}} \right)} \right|} \right)$$where $\overline{x_{v}⁢{(t)}}$ is the average firing rate of a unit for value *v*, $avg_{v,w}{()}$ is the average over all the possible combinations of values *v* and *w* except $v = w$, $tanh$ is the $\rbrack - 1,1\lbrack$ bounded hyperbolic tangent function, $| \cdot |$ is the absolute value function and $sp_{vw}$ is the pooled standard deviation of the firing rate of a unit across trials with value *v* and *w*:$$sp_{vw} = \sqrt{\frac{s_{v}^{2} + s_{w}^{2}}{2}}$$where $s_{v}^{2}$ is the variance of the firing rate for trials with value *v*. Note that the difference of firing rate averaged by value, $\overline{x_{v}⁢{(t)}} - \overline{x_{w}⁢{(t)}}$, is signed and the measure takes the average of this signed difference. If a unit reverses its relative encoding of two values, the sign of the average difference changes over time and averaging across time will be close to zero, reflecting the lack of stability of encoding of that unit.

Two measures were used to quantify the contribution of units to the value subspace and the ensemble. For the value subspace, we used the absolute value of the subspace weights, which corresponds to the eigenvector components obtained through a PCA of the time and trial averaged data. The contribution of a unit to the stable subspace through the ensemble method was estimated by calculating the difference in average CTD accuracy (across all time bin pairs) by removing that unit from the ensemble. The last unit removed from the ensemble was discarded. For visualization of this specific measure, a symmetric square root transformation was applied where the absolute value of negative values was used before reassigning them their sign:$$ac = sign(x)\sqrt{|x|}$$

The distribution of this measure across units was asymmetrical around the zero, so correlation analyses were applied individually on positive and negative contributions (see Main text).

A \'locality' measure was defined to optimize the ensemble of neurons eliciting a local CTD accuracy of value during the delay. We fit a Gaussian curve to the accuracies obtained from training at one time bin and testing on all delay bins:$$f(x|\sigma,\mu,a,b) = a\exp\left( {- \frac{(x - \mu)^{2}}{2\sigma^{2}}} \right) + b$$

The offset value *b* was fixed to 0.25, the chance level, and the mean of the Gaussian µ was set to the time of the training. Only the scaling factor *a* and the standard deviation σ were optimized. The locality measure $lm$ for a given ensemble is as follow:$$lm = \frac{1}{T}\sum\limits_{t_{1} = 1}^{T}\frac{\max\limits_{t_{2}}({\hat{f}}_{t_{1}}) - .25}{{\hat{\sigma}}_{t_{1}}}$$where *t*~1~ and *t*~2~ are the training time and testing time, respectively, $\max_{t_{2}}{({\hat{f}}_{t_{1}})}$ is the maximum of the Gaussian fitted on training at time *t*~1~ and testing on all *t*~2~ time bins, and ${\hat{\sigma}}_{t_{1}}$ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian fitted at time *t*~1~. The contribution of a unit to the dynamic ensemble was calculated as the difference in locality measure when that unit is added to the ensemble.

Correlations {#s4-7}
------------

To avoid inflated results from non-normally distributed data, we used Spearman correlations. In each of the figures showing these correlations, transformations (log or square) were applied for visualization purpose only. Note that these transformations do not affect the Spearman correlation, as it is based on rank and these transformations are monotonic and so preserve the rank of observations.
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The neural recording data analyzed in this paper is available online at <https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.4j0zpc88b>. The python scripts to reproduce the cross-temporal decoding analysis with subspace and ensembles is available online at <https://github.com/p-enel/stable-and-dynamic-value> (copy archived at <https://github.com/elifesciences-publications/stable-and-dynamic-value>).

The following dataset was generated:

EnelPWallisJDRichEL2020Single- and multi-unit firing rate of two macaque monkeys\' OFC and ACC neurons in value based decision-making taskDryad Digital Repository10.5061/dryad.4j0zpc88b

![Data sets and cross-validation.\
In this figure, data matrices are represented with rectangles where rows are trials and columns units. Data from different sessions were pooled together into pseudo-populations by randomly selecting trials five times so that trial condition was matched (**a**) and formed five data sets. The rest of the figure represents the specific procedure used to optimize stable ensembles combined with the subspace method, which is the most involved nested cross-validation of the data and was applied independently on each of the five data sets. The outer 5-fold cross-validation (**b**) ensured that ensembles were not optimized and tested on the same data. The training data in each of the 5 folds of the outer cross-validation was used independently to optimize five stable ensembles (25 total, five data sets times five cross-validation folds). These data were further split following a 5-fold inner cross-validation to train and test a decoder on an ensemble (d) and used in parallel to optimize the *L*~2~ normalization parameter of the ridge regression (**c**), with its own 5-fold cross-validation. To avoid defining the stable subspace and training the ridge decoder on the same data, the training trials from the inner cross-validation were further split in 2, one half for the subspace and the other for the data that were projected into the subspace and then used to train the decoder with the *L*~2~ parameter optimized in step (**c**), and then this split was inversed to allow all data to be either part of the subspace or the training. Note that steps (**c**), (**d**) and (**e**) were repeated for each ensemble tested, from size n-1, n-2,\... to a single unit. The ensemble eliciting the most stable representation for each fold of the outer cross-validation was tested on its corresponding test trials of the outer cross-validation. The cross-validation procedure for other analyses was similar but had fewer steps, for example the dynamic ensemble procedure did not involve the subspace/training data split.](elife-54313-app1-fig1){#app1fig1}
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**Acceptance summary:**

In this study, Rich and colleagues recorded neural activity from the orbitofrontal and anterior cingulate cortex of monkeys during a delayed response task in which cues were presented that signaled different value primary or secondary reward. Their goal was to explore the representation of reward value during working memory performance to contrast predictions of proposals regarding whether information is maintained in a stable or dynamic manner. Using a novel approach of constructing ensembles only of neurons tailored to one or the other criteria, they argue persuasively that value information is available to downstream areas from the output of both regions at both timescales. The results are convincing and represent an important new perspective on this important question specifically and more generally on how to think about what information is represented in neural activity.

**Decision letter after peer review:**

Thank you for submitting your article \"Stable and dynamic representations of value in the prefrontal cortex\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by three peer reviewers, including Geoffrey Schoenbaum as the Reviewing Editor and Reviewer \#3, and the evaluation has been overseen Kate Wassum as the Senior Editor. The following individual involved in review of your submission has agreed to reveal their identity: Laurence Tudor Hunt (Reviewer \#2).

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

Summary:

In this study, Rich and colleagues recorded neural activity from the OFC and ACC of monkeys during a delayed response task in which cues were presented that signaled different value primary or secondary reward. Their goal was to explore the representation of reward value during working memory performance to contrast predictions of proposals regarding whether information is maintained in a stable or dynamic manner. Using a novel approach of constructing ensembles only of neurons tailored to one or the other criteria, they argue persuasively that value information is available to downstream areas from the output of both regions at both timescales. The results are convincing and represent an important new perspective on this important question specifically and more generally on how to think about what information is represented in neural activity.

Essential revisions:

The reviewers were each positive about the research and the paper, in the reviews and in the discussion. In discussion, there were four essential revisions noted below that are most important.

-- The first is to clarify why decoding in Figure 5 is high prior to cue onset in some panels. This was commented on by two of the reviewers and must be addressed.

-- The second is the issue of how neurons were selected and the issues of cross-validation and circularity raised by these same reviewers.

-- Related to this is a third issue, which is whether or not neurons were included as value encoding and in the subsequent ensemble analyses if they had categorical or non-linear value correlates. The authors mention this was true, and on discussion it was felt that it was important to clarify this and ideally to show that the results either do or do not require their inclusion with more traditional linear correlates.

-- And finally, fourth, all reviewers agreed that a parallel analysis considering type would be of interest. It is not critical what it shows, but it was felt this analysis could be done and might affect how some interpret these results.

Further details on these points can be found in the full reviews.

Reviewer \#1:

This study tests how single and multi-unit recordings from ACC and OFC of non-human primates encode value information across delays. The authors find that both value and reward type information can be decoded from activity in both areas. In addition, subspace analyses for value information show that encoding is both stable and dynamic across time.

The nature of encoding across delays is a timely topic. Here the authors consider both the stability and the dynamics of this encoding over time. This is innovative and I think the results tell us a lot about the nature of neural coding in OFC/ACC. I have a few concerns that should be addressed.

1\) I think it is a missed opportunity that the more interesting analyses are only applied to value but not reward type. Encoding of reward type has received considerable attention recently (e.g., Stalnaker et al., 2014; Howard et al., 2015), and here, decoding accuracy for value and type was nominally comparable, so it is unclear why this wasn\'t done here. I\'d strongly encourage the authors to apply the analyses focusing on stability and dynamics of encoding to reward type as well.

2\) I do not understand how it is possible that, as shown in Figure 5B (lower panel), the decoder trained on data from 500 ms before cue onset (that is before neurons encode any value) can decode value throughout the rest of the trial.

3\) Related to the point above, it appears there are at least two potential sources of non-independence errors in the decoding analyses.

3.1) First, it appears the L2 parameter was selected based on all data and that \"the parameter eliciting the best decoding for each condition was used for all decoding results presented here\". As described this analysis is circular and will inflate decoding accuracies. Instead the authors should use nested cross-validation, where the parameter is optimized (using cross-validation) within the training data. (That is, the data is split into 3 parts. Different classifiers with different levels of L2 are trained on part 1. These classifiers are then evaluated on part 2 and accuracies are computed. The value of L2 that results in the best accuracy (determined in part 2) is then used to train a classifier based on part 1 and 2, and the final accuracy is computed based on part 3. No parameter decisions are ever based on accuracy that is determined using part 3)

3.2) The second instance of non-independence may occur during the ensembles selection approach. This is not fully explained, but it appears that the ensemble selection was not based on nested cross-validation either. Again, a nested cross validation should be used such that the ensembles are selected within the training data using cross-validation, and the final accuracy matrices should be computed based on data that was never used in the selection procedure.

Reviewer \#2:

This study provides further insight into the recent debate around \'stable\' versus \'dynamic\' representations of value in prefrontal cortex. In short, the authors find evidence supporting both types of value representation. The authors use a range of methods to look at this, but perhaps the most convincing analyses are shown in Figure 5, where different subsamples of the same neural data (different \'ensembles\') can be used to create cross-temporal decoding patterns that either appear \'stable\' or \'dynamic\', with the original data containing a mixture of the two.

Overall I found the paper to provide good support for a hybrid of stable and dynamic coding schemes, and the data to be well analysed. However, there were several points in the paper that I thought could do with a bit more attention.

1\) Figure 2A vs. 2C Why are the % of encoding neurons broadly similar between ACC and OFC, but the decoding accuracy different between the two regions shortly after cue onset? This is a bit of an outstanding question that the authors don\'t really address.

2\) In Figure 3, the authors do the right thing of splitting their data into training/test data when sorting by peak latency. (Otherwise, the tiling can easily arise from random noise, e.g. https://twitter.com/steinmetzneuro/status/1150971584812920832). It is, however, equally important that they do this in Figure 4.

3\) \"We considered value as a categorical variable, as some units activated in a non-linear fashion, for example by responding only to a specific value and could not be modeled with a simple linear regression\" -- isn\'t it possible that these neurons are encoding picture identity rather than value? In order to show that there is non-linear coding of value, then presumably the prediction would be that this non-linear value coding would generalise across the primary and secondary reinforcers? This could be easily shown for Supplementary Figure 2 -- the lines could be split into primary and secondary reinforcer, with the \'non-linear value\' prediction meaning that these two lines should overlap.

4\) Figure 5 -- it looks like the ACC cross-temporal decoding in the stable subspace goes back in time to before the stimulus onset (i.e. the classifier trained from timepoints -500ms to 0ms pre-cue has above-chance decoding accuracy). Is there a reason for this?

5\) I couldn\'t understand how the \'trajectory speed\' in Figure 6A is calculated -- is the \'distance\' in neural space being computed on raw firing rates, or on classification accuracies? Some further detail on this would be helpful.

6\) It would also be interesting to know whether the regression shown in Figure 6B is less successful in the stable ensemble than in the dynamic ensemble?

7\) \"While value representations have been found in the activity of ACC and OFC e.g. \[Rushworth and Behrens, 2008\], this is, to our knowledge, the first study of their dynamics during a short delay.\" -- It might be relevant to cite Cavanagh et al., 2016 here? That study used cross-temporal correlation to study how value coding persisted during the delay between the choice and outcome periods, albeit in the context of different subpopulations with different resting autocorrelations (see their Figure 5).

Reviewer \#3:

In this study, Rich and colleagues recorded neural activity from the OFC and ACC of monkeys during a delayed response task in which cues were presented that signaled different value primary or secondary reward. Their goal was to explore the representation of reward value during working memory performance -- across a delay period in the current task -- to contrast predictions of proposals regarding how information regarding expected value would be maintained -- whether it would be stable or dynamic. Using a novel approach of hand-picking neurons to compose ensembles tailored to one or the other criteria, they argue persuasively that value information is available to downstream areas at both timescales in both of these two prefrontal areas. The results are convincing I think and represent an important new perspective on this important question specifically and more generally on how to think about what information is represented in neural activity. So I am very positive generally about this paper. That said, I do have some things I would really like to see done.

1\) I did not see any behavior. I think it is important to show the behavior in this paper in order to demonstrate that the monkeys do treat the cues as if they have these scalar values and further to show that they treat the cues predicting putatively similar amounts of primary and secondary reward similarly. The latter may be particularly important wrt to my second point below. This should be shown using choice behavior on the probe trials, but I also think it should be evident in reaction time or some other measure during the forced choice trials that comprise the neural data set.

2\) I found the classification that something is encoding value to be confusing. The authors say that value was treated as a categorical variable since some neurons had idiosyncratic responses to cues not at the ends of the value ranges. Yet it seems to me that this begs the question of whether these neurons are signaling value. At a minimum, to count as a value neuron, a cell should show the same response across both trial types that have the same putative value. So a value neuron must either have a linear value correlate or it would need to fall into this special category... and even then, I think calling such a cell a \"value cell\" stretches the conventional definition of value. For instance, if a neuron fired the most to 2 and then significantly less to 1, 3, and 4, I would have trouble seeing this as a value cell by most definitions of value, even if it fired the same to 2 on both trial types. Given this, in my opinion, analyses such as those in Figures 2 and 5 that are the heart of the paper need to be redone without such \"non-linear\" value neurons as part of the populations. If the results only hold with those neurons included, then I think the interpretation of what is being represented statically and dynamically might be significantly affected for me.

3\) Looking at Figure 2C and D, I do not understand the statement at the end of the subsection "Encoding and decoding of value in unit activity", that because reward type is poorly encoded, the paper focuses on value. I think it is ok to focus on value because that is the question of interest. But this statement misrepresents the reason it seems to me. And really I\'d like to see both explored either separately or as part of the same analysis. Both information is relevant to the broader question I think; primary versus secondary is as interesting a part of what is being maintained as simple value. In fact I\'d say it is arguably more important, since it is important to me to be paid in dollars and not equivalent piles of marshmallows for example!?!

10.7554/eLife.54313.sa2

Author response

> Essential revisions:
>
> The reviewers were each positive about the research and the paper, in the reviews and in the discussion. In discussion, there were four essential revisions noted below that are most important.
>
> -- The first is to clarify why decoding in Figure 5 is high prior to cue onset in some panels. This was commented on by two of the reviewers and must be addressed.

We thank the reviewers for identifying this problem. After some investigation, we uncovered several contributors to this result, which we describe below, all of which have been addressed in the revised manuscript. Given that this issue turned out to arise from some unexpected consequences of the analytic approaches, we include details of our revised methods in the manuscript along with a supplementary figure to inform the field.

The first problem we identified was that the decoder was trained with the same data that was used to define the value subspace, making it possible for trial-wise noise to bias the pre-cue activity once it was projected onto the subspace. To remedy this issue, we divided the training data in two halves; the first was used to define the subspace and the other to train the decoder. We then repeated the process using the first half for the decoder and the second half for the subspace so that all data was used in turn for subspace and training. We averaged across the two accuracy matrices to obtain the final result. Updated Materials and methods section:

"When decoding with the subspace, we used a nested cross-validation approach to ensure that the subspace was derived with data independent from the training and testing of the decoder to avoid inflated accuracy due to trial-wise noise (Appendix 1---figure 1E). \[...\] As a result, this procedure elicited two matrices of accuracy for each fold of the inner cross-validation (Appendix 1---figure 1D) and were averaged."

Because of this sensitivity to bias, we also cross-validated the selection of trials that were part of the analysis. That is, the neural population studied here is composed of several sessions and subjects pooled together, and trials were randomly selected from these to arrive at the same number of trials per condition. To create a non-biased decoding estimate, we averaged the accuracy matrices of 5 random selections of trials. Updated Materials and methods section:

"Neurons across sessions and monkeys were pooled into a single population for each of OFC and ACC. \[...\] The results of every population analysis presented in this paper is the average of the 5 randomly generated data sets."

Finally, we adapted permutation testing to the subspace method. We noticed that small fluctuations in the activity before the cue had the potential to change decoding accuracy when the decoder was trained on these data and tested after the cue. This indicated that the decoder was simply parsing normal variance in the neural activity, which should be addressed by appropriate permutation tests. To address this in the cross-temporal decoding with the subspace method, instead of shuffling all the trials, the subspace and testing trials were kept as is and only the training trials were shuffled. This method successfully reproduced the divergence from chance accuracy with the original data, and thus prevents spurious decoding before the cue to reach significance. Corresponding updated Materials and methods:

"Permutation testing with the subspace shuffled only the labels of the training trials to more closely reproduce the propensity of the subspace trained with original data to elicit higher than chance accuracy."

The reviewers will still notice significant decoding a few ms before the cue in the cross-temporal decoding, but this is now merely due to smoothing windows, and is absent from bins that contain only pre-cue data. We kept the original longer smoothing windows, as these are more efficient for decoding in our experience, and elicit smoother accuracies making interpretations easier for the timescale of our investigations. This point is mentioned in the legend of the cross-temporal decoding figure:

"\[...\]. Note that significant decoding before the presentation of the cue is due to smoothing."

The splitting of the data is illustrated in a new figure (Appendix 1---figure 1):

"Data sets and cross-validation. In this figure, data matrices are represented with rectangles where rows are trials and columns units. \[...\] The cross-validation procedure for other analyses was similar but had fewer steps, e.g. dynamic ensemble procedure did not involve the subspace/training data split."

> -- The second is the issue of how neurons were selected and the issues of cross-validation and circularity raised by these same reviewers.

Thank you for bringing this issue to our attention. We now select neurons to be part of an ensemble with a cross-validation method, so the final accuracy now reflects the average of a 5-fold cross-validation that resulted in 5 different ensembles and their corresponding accuracies. The final cross-temporal decoding method now includes several levels of nested cross-validation as described in the updated Materials and methods section:

"For both stable and dynamic ensembles, the iterative ensemble optimization procedure involved a nested cross-validation procedure to ensure the independence of the testing and ensemble optimization trials (Appendix 1---figure 1D). As a consequence, 5 ensemble searches were performed for each tested population and their corresponding testing accuracy were averaged."

> -- Related to this is a third issue, which is whether or not neurons were included as value encoding and in the subsequent ensemble analyses if they had categorical or non-linear value correlates. The authors mention this was true, and on discussion it was felt that it was important to clarify this and ideally to show that the results either do or do not require their inclusion with more traditional linear correlates.

Indeed, our encoding and decoding methods consider value as a categorical variable and we recognize that this choice was not discussed in detail in the manuscript. We also agree that it is a departure from the traditional perspective that considers value coding to be a monotonic relationship between activities in single units and reward quantities, and now discuss this in a bit more detail by including the following text:

"We considered value as a categorical variable, as some units activated in a non-linear fashion with respect to value, for example by responding only to a specific value, and could not be modeled with a simple linear regression (Figure 2---figure supplement 2). \[...\] Approximately 13% of units in both OFC and ACC fit these criteria."

(Also relevant to this discussion is the response to reviewer 2's comment below on distinguishing non-linear responses to value, versus responses to an individual picture.)

The larger issue raised by this comment, however, is whether the results that we report depend on the inclusion of non-linear coding neurons. To address this, we evaluated all neurons with a simple linear regression that included value, type and their interaction as independent variables and re-processed all the data with only linear neurons, which we defined as those that were significant for the value regressor for at least 7 bins in a row (\~175ms) at any time from the onset of cue presentation to the onset of reward delivery. Note that a neuron that is classified as linear because of a significant value coefficient in a linear regression model at one time point, might not be significant at another time point with this test but will be with an ANOVA instead, so it is particularly difficult to cleanly parse populations of linear vs. non-linear neurons. However, this approach was designed to capture neurons with traditional monotonic value coding with methods typically used in the literature. Overall, all results were qualitatively similar when analyses were performed with only linear neurons defined in this fashion (see Author response images 1-3). This confirms that our results are not dependent on the presence of non-linear value coding neurons, and leaves unchanged our main interpretations.

![Figure 2, linear value neurons only.](elife-54313-resp-fig1){#sa2fig1}

![Figures 3 and 4, linear value neurons only.](elife-54313-resp-fig2){#sa2fig2}

![Figure 5, linear value neurons only.](elife-54313-resp-fig3){#sa2fig3}

> -- And finally, fourth, all reviewers agreed that a parallel analysis considering type would be of interest. It is not critical what it shows, but it was felt this analysis could be done and might affect how some interpret these results.

All the main analyses (sequential and persistent encoding, and cross-temporal decoding) are now also done on "type" variable and are included in the paper: Figure 2 was revised (panel F was added), and Figures 3---figure supplement 1, Figure 4---figure supplement 1 and Figure 5---figure supplement 1 was added.

> Further details on these points can be found in the full reviews.
>
> Reviewer \#1:
>
> \[...\] The nature of encoding across delays is a timely topic. Here the authors consider both the stability and the dynamics of this encoding over time. This is innovative and I think the results tell us a lot about the nature of neural coding in OFC/ACC. I have a few concerns that should be addressed.
>
> 1\) I think it is a missed opportunity that the more interesting analyses are only applied to value but not reward type. Encoding of reward type has received considerable attention recently (e.g., Stalnaker et al., 2014; Howard et al., 2015), and here, decoding accuracy for value and type was nominally comparable, so it is unclear why this wasn\'t done here. I\'d strongly encourage the authors to apply the analyses focusing on stability and dynamics of encoding to reward type as well.

As noted in the combined comments section, we have now included analyses for reward type. In addition, we now include the following notes discussing the encoding of reward type:

"While value signals were robust in both OFC and ACC, consistent with previous reports of strong abstract value coding in these regions (Padoa-Schioppa, 2006, Rushworth, 2008), there were also weaker representations of the anticipated reward type. This is consistent with findings in human and rodent OFC reporting value signals that are specific to a particular type of outcome (Howard, 2015, Stalnaker, 2014)."

> 2\) I do not understand how it is possible that, as shown in Figure 5B (lower panel), the decoder trained on data from 500 ms before cue onset (that is before neurons encode any value) can decode value throughout the rest of the trial.

Answered above in the combined comments section.

> 3\) Related to the point above, it appears there are at least two potential sources of non-independence errors in the decoding analyses.
>
> 3.1) First, it appears the L2 parameter was selected based on all data and that \"the parameter eliciting the best decoding for each condition was used for all decoding results presented here\". As described this analysis is circular and will inflate decoding accuracies. Instead the authors should use nested cross-validation, where the parameter is optimized (using cross-validation) within the training data. (That is, the data is split into 3 parts. Different classifiers with different levels of L2 are trained on part 1. These classifiers are then evaluated on part 2 and accuracies are computed. The value of L2 that results in the best accuracy (determined in part 2) is then used to train a classifier based on part 1 and 2, and the final accuracy is computed based on part 3. No parameter decisions are ever based on accuracy that is determined using part 3)

Indeed, the regularization parameter was not optimized in a fully independent way and we have now corrected this. The L2 parameter is now optimized on the training data only with a nested cross-validation. For ensemble optimization, this parameter was not optimized independently for each possible ensemble n that was explored but for the ensemble n+1 that was previously selected in the iterative search to limit the computations as this parameter search is computationally expensive, but because the n and n+1 datasets were almost identical, the potential loss in accuracy due to a suboptimal L2 parameter selection should be minimal. The Materials and methods section was updated as well to reflect this change:

"The regularization parameter was optimized with a nested cross-validation within the outer 5-fold cross-validation mentioned above by exploring every power of ten between -2 and 5 with a 0.5 step with the training data for each population or ensemble to maximize the average performance of the classifier trained and tested on each time point between cue onset and reward (Appendix 1---figure 1C)."

> 3.2) The second instance of non-independence may occur during the ensembles selection approach. This is not fully explained, but it appears that the ensemble selection was not based on nested cross-validation either. Again, a nested cross validation should be used such that the ensembles are selected within the training data using cross-validation, and the final accuracy matrices should be computed based on data that was never used in the selection procedure.

Answered above in the combined comments section.

> Reviewer \#2:
>
> \[...\] Overall I found the paper to provide good support for a hybrid of stable and dynamic coding schemes, and the data to be well analysed. However, there were several points in the paper that I thought could do with a bit more attention.
>
> 1\) Figure 2A vs. C Why are the % of encoding neurons broadly similar between ACC and OFC, but the decoding accuracy different between the two regions shortly after cue onset? This is a bit of an outstanding question that the authors don\'t really address.

This is indeed an interesting point that was not fully explored in the paper. Now that decoding is performed on 5 different data sets and the resulting accuracies averaged, the difference in decoding accuracy between ACC and OFC is smaller yet still observable. This difference is partly explained by a higher number of units in the OFC population, because subsets of OFC units matched to the number of ACC units elicit lower accuracy, as shown in Figure 2C and D. However, there is still a gap in accuracy even after accounting for the difference in population size, and this is likely due to the fact that the two analyses rest on different measures -- either the proportion of neurons that meet criteria for significantly encoding value, or the quality of this value signal in the population. The difference between these measures suggests that there is a higher fidelity value signal in OFC at the population level, despite slightly more neurons in ACC meeting our encoding criteria.

To support this perspective, we looked closer at the encoding p-values in each region. While the distributions are indistinguishable (p-values of encoding value from ANOVA at peak encoding \[325ms after cue\], distributions compared with Kruskall-Wallis test \[K=.62, pval=.43\]), sensitivity indices (also known as d') are higher on average in OFC than ACC (average across neurons and values at peak encoding: OFC=0.26, ACC=0.22). This supports the view that the same proportion of neurons encode value after the cue presentation, but the way value is encoded has an influence on the decoder. Thus, in this case, a single value obtained from a linear model, whether it is a linear regression or an ANOVA, has limited ability to describe the encoding of complex information like value.

A shortened version of this discussion has been added to the Results:

"Both regions had similar proportions of value encoding after the cue presentation, however decoding accuracy was more than 10% higher in OFC, which can be partly explained by a higher unit count in the OFC population. \[...\] The sensitivity index averaged across pairs of values in all neurons was higher in OFC (0.26) than in ACC (0.22), suggesting that values might be easier to separate in OFC activity compared to ACC, leading to higher decoding accuracy."

> 2\) In Figure 3, the authors do the right thing of splitting their data into training/test data when sorting by peak latency. (Otherwise, the tiling can easily arise from random noise, e.g. https://twitter.com/steinmetzneuro/status/1150971584812920832). It is, however, equally important that they do this in Figure 4.

Thank you for pointing out this issue, we applied the cross-validation method to the encoding duration of single neuron and found that encoding duration is a robust feature as well. It is now reflected in the encoding durations in Figure 4 and the main text in the Results section:

*"*However, sorting the neurons by the proportion of the delay during which they encode value offers a different picture. Figure 4 shows the same splitting procedure applied to encoding duration (Figure 4---figure supplement 1 for variable type)."

And in the Materials and methods section:

"For both the sequential encoding and encoding duration analyses, trials were randomly split in half and the above encoding analysis was applied independently on each half on the delay activity, i.e. from reward predicting cue offset to reward delivery."

> 3\) \"We considered value as a categorical variable, as some units activated in a non-linear fashion, for example by responding only to a specific value and could not be modeled with a simple linear regression\" -- isn\'t it possible that these neurons are encoding picture identity rather than value? In order to show that there is non-linear coding of value, then presumably the prediction would be that this non-linear value coding would generalise across the primary and secondary reinforcers? This could be easily shown for Supplementary Figure 2 -- the lines could be split into primary and secondary reinforcer, with the \'non-linear value\' prediction meaning that these two lines should overlap.

As noted by the reviewer, this task is well constructed to determine whether non-linear neurons simply respond to one picture from the set, potentially encoding picture identity, or whether they respond to (e.g.) two pictures corresponding to one of the four possible values and therefore are code value in a non-linear fashion, regardless of picture or reward type. To address this, we followed the reviewer's suggestion and Figure 2---figure supplement 2 now shows examples of non-linear neurons with activities separated by reward type showing non-linear value encoding that is similar for primary and secondary rewards. To explore this question quantitatively, we focused on activity at the peak of encoding (325 ms after cue presentation) and defined a unit as non-linear value coding if it met these 3 criteria:

-- the unit *was not* significant for value with a linear regression described above in the response to combined comments (activity \~ value + type + value x type)

-- the unit *was* significant for value with an ANOVA (activity \~ C(value) + type + value x type)

-- the unit *was not* significant for the interaction of value and type with an ANOVA (activity \~ C(value) + type + value x type)

With this method we found that approximately *13% of neurons* in both OFC and ACC were non-linearly encoding value. Unfortunately, since there is only a single cue per value/type combination, it is impossible to further parse neurons that show an interaction in the above analyses into responses that are truly selective for picture identity versus those that encode the value of a specific outcome (i.e. the interaction of value and type), however we found with visual inspection of firing rate profiles that potential picture neurons encoding a single combination of value and type were very rare. These results have been added to the manuscript in the text identified in the combined comments section above.

> 4\) Figure 5 -- it looks like the ACC cross-temporal decoding in the stable subspace goes back in time to before the stimulus onset (i.e. the classifier trained from timepoints -500ms to 0ms pre-cue has above-chance decoding accuracy). Is there a reason for this?

Answered above in the combined comments section.

> 5\) I couldn\'t understand how the \'trajectory speed\' in Figure 6A is calculated -- is the \'distance\' in neural space being computed on raw firing rates, or on classification accuracies? Some further detail on this would be helpful.

The trajectory speed was calculated from the firing rate of individual units estimated with the same method used for the rest of the paper, albeit with a smaller smoothing window for more temporally accurate data. This was previously only explained in the legend of Figure 6, so to improve clarity we have now also indicated this in the main text as follows:

> "This dynamic pattern was also reflected in the population trajectory speed obtained by calculating the distance between two successive time bins in the neural space spanned by the estimated firing rate of each unit with a shorter smoothing window for more temporally accurate firing rate (50 ms SD Gaussian kernel \[...\]"
>
> 6\) It would also be interesting to know whether the regression shown in Figure 6B is less successful in the stable ensemble than in the dynamic ensemble?

Figure 6B showed a regression of time bins against the predicted time bin based on neural activity in the dynamic ensemble. The reviewer's suggestion is that this should better predict time than the stable ensemble, which we found was generally the case ([Author response image 4](#sa2fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The sum of squared errors was higher for the stable ensembles than for the dynamic ensemble, however the original population still predicted time better than either of these two ensembles (SSE: original population = 9018, dynamic ensemble = 26851, stable ensemble = 36309), suggesting the presence of additional temporal information that is not present in either reduced ensemble.

![](elife-54313-resp-fig4){#sa2fig4}

> 7\) \"While value representations have been found in the activity of ACC and OFC e.g. \[Rushworth and Behrens, 2008\], this is, to our knowledge, the first study of their dynamics during a short delay.\" -- It might be relevant to cite Cavanagh et al., 2016 here? That study used cross-temporal correlation to study how value coding persisted during the delay between the choice and outcome periods, albeit in the context of different subpopulations with different resting autocorrelations (see their Figure 5).

Thank you for this reference, this reference has been added to the Discussion in two sections:

"In this study, we shed light on the complex dynamics of value representations in prefrontal cortex. While value representations have been found in the activity of ACC and OFC e.g. \[Rushworth, 2008a\], little is known about their dynamics across delays. \[...\] Here, we expand on this to show that targeted methods elicit seemingly opposite results..."

"These results present the coding of value in two extreme dynamical regimes, either fully stable or fully dynamic. \[...\] Indeed, it has been shown that the time constant of neurons encoding value in prefrontal region is diverse \[Cavanagh et al., 2016\], supporting the hypothesis of multitude of dynamical regimes."

> Reviewer \#3:
>
> \[...\] 1) I did not see any behavior. I think it is important to show the behavior in this paper in order to demonstrate that the monkeys do treat the cues as if they have these scalar values and further to show that they treat the cues predicting putatively similar amounts of primary and secondary reward similarly. The latter may be particularly important wrt to my second point below. This should be shown using choice behavior on the probe trials, but I also think it should be evident in reaction time or some other measure during the forced choice trials that comprise the neural data set.

In the previous manuscript, behavioral results were only briefly mentioned, and the reader was referred to a previous publication for further description. To enhance the current presentation, Figure 1 has now been extended (Figure 1C) to show the preference of the monkeys for higher valued cues with little influence of the type of reward. These results were quantified with a logistic regression model on choice trials, in which the monkeys chose between two cues. In addition, a linear regression model predicting the reaction time of monkeys in the joystick task shows a significant effect of value but not type. The following text has been added:

Figure 1C legend: "Probability of choosing a juice option in choice trials for every pair of cues in which one predicts a juice reward and the other a bar reward."

"A logistic regression model predicting the cues chosen by the animals with variables value and type shows a much lower coefficient for type, and its p-values are many order of magnitude larger, confirming that the type of reward had little influence on the choice of animals compared to value (Figure 1C, coefficients with \[p-value of t-test\] for monkeys M and N respectively; type left/right:.41 \[2.53e-3\] / -.51 \[1.75e-4\] and -.61 \[2.6e-3\] /.32 \[0.11\], value left/right: 1.77 \[6.1e-117\] / -1.95 \[3.02e-136\] and 2.66 \[1.59e-94\] / -2.46 \[2.27e-90\])."

"Reaction times were also unaffected by the type of reward anticipated (linear regression predicting reaction time as a function of value and type in single cue trials : coefficients for value \[p-value of t-test\] for monkeys M and N respectively; type: -21 \[.08\] and 14.5 \[.32\], value: -63.9 \[1.73e-31\] and -65.7 \[2.66e-23\])."

> 2\) I found the classification that something is encoding value to be confusing. The authors say that value was treated as a categorical variable since some neurons had idiosyncratic responses to cues not at the ends of the value ranges. Yet it seems to me that this begs the question of whether these neurons are signaling value. At a minimum, to count as a value neuron, a cell should show the same response across both trial types that have the same putative value. So a value neuron must either have a linear value correlate or it would need to fall into this special category... and even then, I think calling such a cell a \"value cell\" stretches the conventional definition of value. For instance, if a neuron fired the most to 2 and then significantly less to 1, 3, and 4, I would have trouble seeing this as a value cell by most definitions of value, even if it fired the same to 2 on both trial types. Given this, in my opinion, analyses such as those in Figure 2 and 5 that are the heart of the paper need to be redone without such \"non-linear\" value neurons as part of the populations. If the results only hold with those neurons included, then I think the interpretation of what is being represented statically and dynamically might be significantly affected for me.

Answered above in the combined comments section.

> 3\) Looking at Figure 2C and D, I do not understand the statement at the end of the subsection "Encoding and decoding of value in unit activity", that because reward type is poorly encoded, the paper focuses on value. I think it is ok to focus on value because that is the question of interest. But this statement misrepresents the reason it seems to me. And really I\'d like to see both explored either separately or as part of the same analysis. Both information is relevant to the broader question I think; primary versus secondary is as interesting a part of what is being maintained as simple value. In fact I\'d say it is arguably more important, since it is important to me to be paid in dollars and not equivalent piles of marshmallows for example!?!

Answered above in the combined comments section.
